## BAKERY AND DESSERT

**PASTRIES**
- **MUFFINS**
  - mini, $18/dozen • large, $30/dozen
- **DANISHES**
  - mini, $18/dozen • large, $30/dozen
- **SWEET SCONES**
  - mini, $18/dozen • large, $30/dozen
- **BUTTER CROISSANTS**
  - mini, $18/dozen • large, $30/dozen
- **SWEET CROISSANTS**
  - mini, $24/dozen • large, $36/dozen
- **SAVORY CROISSANTS**
  - mini, $24/dozen • large, $36/dozen
- **DONUTS**
  - $21/dozen
- **BAGELS**
  - with cream cheese • $42/dozen (minimum 2 dozen)

**10” COFFEE CAKE**
- $24

**SWEETS**
- **COOKIES**
  - mini, $12/dozen • large, $18/dozen
- **BROWNIES**
  - $20/dozen
- **DESSERT BARS**
  - $20/dozen
- **MINI ECLAIRS**
  - $24/dozen
- **MINI FRUIT TARTS**
  - $30/dozen
- **MINI PANNA COTTA**
  - $30/dozen
- **MINI CANNOLIS**
  - $24/dozen

**BUFFET DESSERTS**
- Minimum 10
- Prices vary
  - chocolate ganache cake
  - chocolate and salted caramel tart
  - lemon olive oil cake with chantilly cream
  - macerated berry shortcake
  - french apple tart
  - blueberry trifle
  - caramel flan
  - tiramisu
  - seasonal fruit crisp with whipped cream

*please request orders at least three business days in advance*